Don’t Let Data Entry Challenges Get in the
Way of Your Data Governance Strategy
uXLoader for SAP Master Data
Governance & extensions for Enterprise
Asset Management
Utopia’s uXLoader solution is an easy-to-use tool
that addresses data entry issues for asset intensive
organizations. This product leverages functionality available
within Microsoft Excel and seamlessly integrates and maps
your organization’s pre-existing templates for SAP MDG
& EAM objects. The uXLoader is pre-configured to logon
directly into your SAP Master Data Governance (MDG)
solution, allowing for data validation and automated
change request creation.

Efficient Processes Are Now a Reality

Functionality:
XX Create change requests directly in spreadsheet and then
leverage standard SAP MDG features/functions in your
SAP MDG system
XX Pre-check/validations to fix the data before it goes into
staging
XX Create and update master data asynchronously for
Multiple Object Change Requests (MOCR) within SAP
Asset Information Workbench solution, i.e. capability to
load multiple interlinked hierarchy objects for FLOC, EQ,
MBOM, etc.
XX Allows master data uploads into SAP MDG directly
through Microsoft Excel for all SAP MDG and SAP MDG
for EAM objects, including LAM and non-LAM attributes

uXLoader is available as an add-on solution for SAP Master
Data Governance (SAP MDG), SAP MDG for Enterprise Asset
Management (SAP MDG for EAM) and Asset Information
Workbench by Utopia.

XX Allows soft locking feature in SAP MDG

Benefits:

Why Utopia?

XX Enhanced data governance stewardship
XX Enables the use of predefined templates with all
governance attributes and / or creation of custom
templates
XX Reduced cost of data maintenance with single interface
for mass management of data attributes, including
classification
XX Better error handling for corrective actions by end users
XX Streamlined, efficient processing of multiple entities
together for improved productivity
XX Ease of use with familiar Microsoft Excel® interface vs. txt
file format for file upload options

XX Load fields for all entities of SAP MDG from a single file
without the need to have separate files split between
multiple change requests

Utopia understands the importance of operating a business
with clean, accurate and actionable data. We have deep
asset-intensive industry knowledge in data management and
data governance and serve some of the largest organizations
in Oil & Gas, Utilities, Manufacturing, Chemicals and
Aerospace & Defense and the Public Sector.
Our comprehensive solutions portfolio for EAM streamlines
the process of asset master data maintenance while, at
the same time, enforcing data quality and standards,
enterprise-wide.

